**Q&A – Phase I of the Restricted procedure ref. LISA-2016-RP-01**

**Common Shared Infrastructure – CSI**

**Series 2- Replies to Questions received by 29.04.2016**

****

THE ANSWERS PROVIDED HEREWITH, INCLUDING THE REVISED ATTACHMENTS, SHALL FORM AN INTEGRAL PART OF THE RELEVANT DOCUMENTS OF THE TENDER DOSSIER.

**Question 1.1**

With reference to the CSI procedure notice, and in view of the holiday period in May, we would like to request a one-week extension till 19/05/2016 in order for us to deliver a comprehensive response.

**Answer 1.1**

We agree to extend the deadline till 19/05/2016. A new Q&A series will be added as follows:

--- From 30 April 2016 until 11 May 2016 (Question Series 3)

**Question 1.2**

Question 1: 2nd bullet of §6.1 of Guide for candidates LISA-2016-RP01 requests the use of continuous page numbering. It is our understanding that all pages must be numbered, but that the numbering can restart at 1 for each document composing the complete response to the Request for Candidature. Could you please confirm our understanding?

**Answer 1.2**

We confirm.

**Question 1.3**

In relation to the selection criteria - Technical and professional capacity - Section 6.4.3 in the guide for candidates, our understanding is that 60% of the value of the projects must be covered with the sum (accumulative) of all PARF. Could the contracting authority confirm our understanding is correct?
Answer 1.3

The criteria was set in Section 6.4.3.B in the Guide for candidates as:

“The candidate must have relevant proven experience in the field covered by the call for tenders in at least 4 (maximum 6) distinct projects during the last 3 years for at least 3 different customers. These projects/contracts must be relevant (executed in the field of the present call for tenders) and of comparable scale (min 60% of the value of this project). Provided that the aforementioned minimum requirements are met, on-going projects may be taken into consideration, if these projects effectively started no later than 6 (six) months before the deadline to submit candidatures in response to this call.”

Thus at least 60% of the value of the present call for tenders must be covered by the required relevant individual projects of the candidates. The 60% may be counted as cumulative value of the projects.